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Abstract

In recent years, one aspect of th,e resurgence of interest in
sauing fossil fuel has been a proposal to use aerofoil sails as

0,n awiliary for"rn of ship propalsion. To eramine the pos-

sible effect on running costs of the use of such sails, a sim-
plified model inaestigation, based on the configuration ern-
ployed by o Japanese ct,rgo aessel, the 'Shin Ailoku Maru',
wt,s undertaken, using models of a RINA Standard Tanker
YB fitted with two uertically piuotted NACA 63e 018
aerofoil section sails on the foredeck. The tests inaolued
basically (o) hydrodynamic testing of a 1 :100 scale model
ship hull in o, towing basin; (b) aerodynamic testing (with
and without sails) of a 1:300 aboue-waterlin,e ship model
in a low speed wind tunnel; followed bV (c) supplementary
towing basin testing of a 1:300 ship model (using the sl,m,e

sails), with a fan mounled on the towin,g carriage to sim,-

ulate the effects of wind ueering from 0o - 180o to lhe for-
ward direction of traael. The combined results were scaled
up for 'standard' (prototype) condition,s of a required sh,iqt-

speed of 11.7 knots, operating in a trae wind speed of 13.25
knots (asing wind data for a well-used shipping route) Io
giae a polar diagram of erpected fuel sauings as a function
of incidence and angle to the tnre win d (between 0o and
180o ). A marimum sauing of about, 10% for a trtre wind
direction of 90o was predicted which. is well below the
claim for the Japanese aeEsel that the sails can proaide up

to 50%,of the power required to trauel at. 12 knots.

Nomenclature

A Area, m2
AR Aspect ratio
ARC Ahead resistance coefficient
Ar Transverse projected area, m2

co Drag coefficient (*=l
Ca Drag coefficient of 2-dimensional wing

cr Force coefficient (ml
C y Skin friction coefficient

Cn Liftcoefficient (. [l =t\*p/v"-")
C n Resistance coefficient
Cr Total resista,nce coefficient
F F Drag, N
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Froude number
Aerodynarnic force, N
Dra.g force, N
Hydrodynamic force, N
Lift force, N
Propulsion force, N
Reynolds number
Residual resistance, N
Total ship resistance, N
Moment arm, m
Ship wetted area, m2

Side force, N
Ship side force, N

Appa,rent wind speed, m/s
Rela.tive wind speed, m/s
Ship speed, m/s
True wind speed, rn/s
Forward force, N
Appa,rent wind direction (relative
to heading), (d.g)
True wind direction (rela,tive to
heading), (d.S)
Leeway angle, (d.S)
Incidence angle, (d"g)
Incidence angle of 2-dimensional wing, (d.S)
Kinematic viscosi ty, mz f s

Density, kg/rn3

Fr
Ft
Fo
Fn
Ft
Fp

Re
Rn
Rt
r
.S

SF
SI
Vo.
Vn
Vs

v.

Y'
p

7
6

t;
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Introduction

Stearn turbines, compression ignition engines and (lat-
terly) S* turbines almost universally replaced sail as a
mea,ns of propulsion to avoid the disadvantages of com-
plete dependeuce on the weather as soon a^s reliable and
efficient designs of propulsion machinery became available.
However, even in the early 19th century, steam was con-
ceived merely as an adjunct to sail. Brunel's three great
steamships (1838-1857) made provision for sail.

In recent years, however, the rapidly increasing cost of
liquid fuel has stimulated renewed interest in various novel
hull forms, as well as in the use of aerofoil sails whose aero-
dynamic behaviour in respect of lift and drag is superior
to that of 'blown' sa,ils, for purposes of assisted propul-
sion, and the addition of aerofoil sails to catamarans has

recently been proposed.[l] The configuration of a modern
Japanese cargo vessel, the 'Shin Aitoku Maru' l2l (which
makes use of vertically pivotted aerofoils to facilitate con-
tinuous variation of their setting at the optimum angle of
incidence in relation to rvind direction and ship heading),
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suggested that a lnodel investigation to estimate possible
fuel savings would be of interest. A ship of this nature has
a reasonably flush foredeck without cranes (which is there-
fore suitable for the mounting of aerofoils), together with
a superstructure situated well aft to reduce disturbance of
the air flow over the sails.

To establish data for optimum aerofoil settings as a
function of varying wind strength and direction, both aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic la,boratory tests of a tanker
model fitted with two vertically pivotted symmetrical aero-
foil sails were conducted. This model, that of a RINA
Standard Tanker, Model YB, was chosen since it was both
available and of a suitable configuration for the mounting
of sails. Details of the full scale tanker are given in Table
1 .[3]

Table 1 Details of RINA Standard
Tanker, Model YB 3

Length on water line I22 m
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(2)

In the case of a finite wing, end effects modify two-
dimensional results and are described in terms of the as-
pect ratio AR:

and

where 6o is the incidence of the 2-dimensional wing, and

Fo = |nv",'ACo

Co =Ca+ %rAR

(3)

(4)

Full scale Tanker (see Appendix 3) resistance versus speed
curves indicated that the drag increased rapidly above 12
knots (F, - 0.178) so a speed of 11.7 knots was chosen as

a representative ship speed.
The tests conducted involved

1. Hydrodynamic drag tests of a 1:100 scale model ship
hull in a 15 m long towing basin at speeds ra,nging
between 0.4 and 1 mls; and

2. Aerodynamic testing (both with and without aero-
foils) of a 1:300 scale model of an above-waterline ship
model in a low speed wind tunnel capable of a,ir speeds
up to approximately 80 m/s.

These tests were supplemented by tests of a 1:300 'sail'
model (usittg the same sails) operating in a simulated wind
provided by a fan attached to the towing carriage the
'wind' direction being variable in azimuth in relation to
the model (between 0o and 180').

Theory

Figure I shows the well-known lift for ce F1 and drag force
Fo acting on an aerofoil operating at an angle of incidence
6 between the chord line and the direction of the oncoming
wind. The resultant of these twoforces (acting through the
aerodynamic centre) is the 'aerodyna,mic force' Ft.Ft and
Fo are, respectively, given by

wlrere C a is the drag coefficient of the 2-dimensional wing.

Figure 1 Force vector diagram for aerofoil

Figure 2(u) shows the relationship between the true
wind vector V, and the apparent wind vector Vo. for a
ship moving at speed Vs. In Figure 2(b), which shows
the forces to which the ship and aerofoil combination is
subjected, the 'leeway angle' 7 is the angle between the
direction of motion and the ship's longitudinal centreline,
and is norrnally only 2-3o; while 6 is the angle of inci-
dence between the chord of the aerofoil and the apparent
wind vector Vo.. The propulsive force Fp (thrust) due
to the action of the propeller is added vectorially to the
aerodynamic force Fe, giving a resultant force equal and
opposite to the hydrodynamic force Fs (total resistance).

+otoo

,oao'

Breadth
Draught
Block coefficient3
Displacement
Wetted surface

16.8 m
4.8 m
0.8
7340t
2 543 m2

(o)

Fr - |0v".'AC"

(u)

Figu re 2 Wind vector diagram for ship

The hydrodynamic resistance of a ship is composed
of 'residual' dra,g (rnainly wave) and frictional drag (here
assurned to be independent of each other). Frictional force
may be calculated from the friction coefficient C y given

(1)

Fr{

(Resultant
hydro. force)

3Block coefficient =
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which is lower than such a prototype requirement by r fac-
tor of 87. [In practice, 2 velocities lower than 80 m/s were
used (31.93 and 4I.22 m/s), corresponding to convenient
tunnel dynamic pressures of 0.6 and 1.0 kPa.] The wind
tunnel speeds were thus far too low for correct dynamic
similarity but to ha,ve operated at much higher speed
values would have raised the Mach number (which at 80

m/s was 0.23) to an unacceptably high value.

Hydrodynamic testing (for a scale factor of 1:100)

Dynarnic sirnilarity is here easier to achieve since the basis
for model testing is the Froude number based on the ship's
waterline length. For two similar ships running at equal
Fr numbers, the total residual (wave-making)resistance is
proportional to the displacement (or length factor cubed).
The resistance coefficient is given by

The latter expression wa^s used here there being very
little difference between the formulae for the range of Re
in the hydrodynamic experiments conducted. However
,?etr*sirion (based on ship length) is considered to be given
by

2 x 105 I Renansition { 4 x 106

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

within which range the model .Re may be expected to fall.
The calculated friction force is subtracted from the

model's total resistance to give the residual resistance. The
latter is scaled according to the ratio of the displacements,
and the ship's calculated friction force is then added to
yield a predicted total resistance for the prototype vessel.

The superstructure resistance is expressed in terms of
an ahead resistance coefficient (ARC) given by

ARC -
fore-and-aft component of wind resistance

where,S is the wetted area of the ship. For a representative
prototype speed of, say, 12 knots (6.18 m/s),

Fnength (prototype, hull) z 
- 

6'18 
A - 0 .LTg4

,fr 78bx r22 v'-Iv

which equates to the dynamically similar value (for the
generation of identical surface wave patterns) of

Frte'sth (model, hull) =
0.62w

for the rnodel hull, i.e. the required speed is 0.62 m/s
which was within the towing tank operating range of 0.4
to 1 m/s.

Combined te.sts (using fan, ship scale factor of 1:300)

If Reynolds scaling be used for the aerodynamic effects,
tlren at 6.5 m/s fa,n (centreline) air velocity (- 12.72

knots),

R€cho.d (model, sail) =
0.05x6.5x105 - 21 500

1 .51

Again, this is lower by a, further factor of 12 than the mil(-
imum tunuel Re for dynamic sirnilarity. However, since it
would have been out of the question to direct an air jet of
much higher velocity at such a towed model for the sake
of achieving Reynolds similarity, the results obtained us-

ing this arrangement can only be regarded a^s qualitative.
(In consequence, little purpose would have been served by
having a, varia,ble speed fan motor drive.)

n g ir here taken as the actual Johannesburg (surface) value of
9.785 ^/" 

2

(e)

!ovfiAr
where ,4r is the transverse projected area; Vn is the rela-
tive wind velocity.

It was found that AR S was approximately constant
at a value of 8.8 for wind directions between 0o and 50o off
the bow, showittg that the diminished forward component
of velocity was compensated by increasing projected a,rea

as the angle of attack increased.

Dynamic similarity

Aerodynamic testing (for scale factor of 1:300)

Full aerodynamic similarity demands that the Reynolds
number (based, in the case of an aerofoil, on the chord)
be preserved in model testing. This is normally impossi-
ble in tunnels operating at near atmospheric pressure
hence the popularity of pressurised tunnels to increase a,ir

density, and the use of high speed water tunnels (for 'aero-
dynamic' testing) to offset the Re inequality, since /water
(r.y, 1.145 x 10-6 m/s) ( /"ir (ruy, 1.51 x 10-5 m/s).

The representative prototype speed (- relative wind
speed in still air) was chosen to be II.7 knots (= 0.02 m/s).
Even if a gale should raise the relative wind velocity to,
sey, 45 knots (= 23.17 */t), the value of Re (using an
assumed aerofoil chord of 15 -) would still be only

ft€"hord (prototype, sail) = #
= 23.03 x 106

whereas at malrimum tunnel speed (80 m/s), using a model
chord of Bt% - 0.05 m,

0.05x80x105
R€chord (model, sail) =

1 .51 - 2.64 x 105
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Experirnental

Model design

The reasons for the choice of a RINA Standard Tanker,
Model YB, have been referred to above. The details of the
1:100 scale model are listed in Table 2, and further details
are given in Appendix 2.

Table 2 Details of 1:100 scale model of
RINA Standard Tanker, Model YB
Length on water line I.22 m
Breadth
Draught
Block coefficient
Displacement
Wetted surface

Corresponding dimensions applied to the 1:300 scale
model used. The selection of a suitable sail section (NACA
63s-018 [3]) rested on the following criteria:

1. This section is symmetrical, thereby making it possi-
ble for the ship to be able to sail equally on port or
starboard tack without the necessity of reversing t,he

sail shape to suit the altered wind angle.

2. The drag coefficient versus lift coefficient curve (see

Figure A-1 in Appendix 1) is very flat compared with
sections of varying thickness ratio and varying max-
imum thickness positions, i.e. the drag coefficient
remains low over a large range of angles of attack,
thereby lending leniency to the setting of the sa,il.

3. The moment coefficient remains approximately zero
for the full range of lift coefficient, thus reducing the
force required to change the angle of the sail during
operation absuming that the sail is pivotted at the
aerodynamic centre of the section.

4. The stall point is not completely sudden, again allow-
ing a margin of error in the setting of the dial. (This
is also important if the wind should suddenly cha,nge

direction by a few degrees.)

The required sail area was based on a consideration
of the average wind velocities which the prototype ship
would be expected to encounter. To gauge these, a high
density traffic shipping route within the North Atlant,ic
anti-cyclone (New York to Scilly Isles) was selected, a,nd a
routing chart showing wind rosettes a,long this route wa.s

examined. The route was divided into 3 sectors, and the
frequency and direction of a particula,r speed range were
read offfrom individual rosettes. Average wind speeds a,nd

directions were then calculated from:
Average wind speed
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Average wind direction

| (frequency) . (*"an speed of range) . (true incidence)
,verage wind speed

(11)
These three sectors yielded the results in Table 3.

Table 3 Analysis of wind data

Sector
Western
Centra,l
Eastern

Average speed,
knot

11.56
13.86
14.28

Average wind
direction, degree

120
123
1090.168 m

0.048 m
0.8
7.34 kg
0.21t43 m2

( 10)

The overall average result was therefore a wind speed

of 13.23 knots from a direction IlTo off the bow. Details
are given in Appendix 1 of the calculation of a prototype
wing area of 878 m2 using tanker thrust data (App.ndix
3 t3]) to contribute, s&y, 20% of the propulsive thrust re-
quired on the route selected. The chord length of the aero-
foil was limited by the width of the ship as too much
overhang coulcl have led to possible damage to harbour
facilities. Assunring that the aerofoil is pivotted at the
aeroclynamic centre, i.e. a,t a point 28To along the chord
from the leading eclge, use of a chord value of, s&y, 15 m
would give a (rnaximurn) overhang of the trailing edge of
tlre sail over the side of 2.4 m when the sail is at 90o to
the longitudinal centre line which would seem to be ac-

cepta,ble. However, to a,chieve the required area in a single
sail of this chord va,lue would require a span of 58.5 m,
which would result in a dangerously high centre of effort
and hence la.rge resultant lnoment at the base of the sail.
To allevia,te this, 2 sails, each having half the above span
(actually, 30 m) were selected for modelling. (Although
the resulting aspect ratio of 2 is low from the point of
vierv of efficiency, this value appears to be similar to that
of the sails insta,lled on the 'Shin Aitoku Maru' [2].)

The positioning of the pivots of the sails (as seen in
the side elevation of the model, Figure 3) was such as to
atternpt to bring the centre of effort of the combination of
sails and superstructure to the centre of the ship. (How-
ever, a,rly deviation of this position from the ship's centre
could be measured as a yawing moment during wind tun-
nel testing. )

The 1:300 scale aerofoils were machined in aluminium
oll a, milling rnachine to the co-ordinates specified in Ap-
pendix l, and were a.ttached to aluminium pivots 5 mm in
diarneter.

Aerodynarnic testing

For aeroclyna.mic test purposes, a small closed circuit low
speed wind tunnel was used, having a maximurn wind ve-
locity of 80 m/s; this had an elliptical cross-section, with
a rna,jor (horizontal) dia,meter of 919 mm, and a minor
(vertica,l) diameter of 615 mrn. The fan wa"s driven by a
varia,ble speed D.C. rnotor and dynamic pressure was read
by u, pitot tube coupled to an inclined manometer with a

= D (frequency) . (mean speecl of range)
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0.3412 nr\/, &S given by Figure 5, was used for subsequent
null reading conversions.
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Figu re 3 Model details

rarlge of 2.5 kPa and resolution of 0.01 kPa. Boundary
layer thickness in the working section wa,s approximately
100 mm. The ship model was mounted on a 500 lnm square
test table to simulate the sea surfa,ce; this was provided
with an angle rose protractor (Figur.4) marked in 15o in-
tervals to facilitate sail incidence setting. This table lvas
attached to a 6-component Aerolab pyramidal balance by
lneans of a 19-mm diameter steel rod. The balance wa,s

used to measure only drag, side force and yawing rnorneut,
the mucimum balance readings being: Force, 228 N; Mo-
ment, 11.8 Nm. Balance output was transferred to an HP
342I A data acquisition/control unit whereby 5 readings
of each of the 3 channels used were averaged, the resolu-
tion being 10-4 mV. All results were then processed on a
Commodore 3032 computer.

Calibration of the balance was performed by placing a

standard T-beam in the pyramida,l balance. This was then
loaded in various directions with known weights in order
to calibrate for side force, drag and yawing rnornents, a,nd

satisfactory linearity was obtained. During ca,libration for
side force, the mounting support was loaded at different
heights to determine the effect, if any, of differing moment
arms. Negligible discrepancies in output were found. To
determine the drag of the table alone (for purposes of sub-
tracting this from the drag of table and ship when lnounted
together), the model table without ship was placed in the
wind tunnel and the above 3 measurements repea,ted a.t

a range of dynamic pressures up to 1.2 kPa. The result
of this test highlighted an unexpected difficulty (Figure
5). Theoretically, this graph should be linear, since dy-

namic pressure = ipv' and drag is a,lso o( (velocity)'.
The slightly concave-up shape of the curve was ascribecl
to the fact that as speed increased, the increased dra,g force
caused an upward tilting of the table as a direct result of
flexibility in the pyramidal balance; in fact, the table was

seen to tilt up by as much as 30 at 1 kPa dynarnic pressure,

significantly increasing the projected area and hence the
drag. To allow for this &t, say,0.6 kPa, a drag reading of

Figure 4 Aerodynamic model on testing table

The angles of the sails could be adjusted during tunuel
running by iuserting a rvooclen fork through the tunnel roof
hatch (and thereby trvisting the sails). Positioning of the
ship model could likewise be adjusted during runniug by
loosening the model attachtnent screw by the use of an

extended screw driver which could also be passed through
the tunnel roof hatch.

Further reference values were taken by testing the ship
without sails in t,he rvind tunnel. For dynamic pressures of
0.6 and 1.0 kPa, readings were ma.de of side and forward
force for the ship at incideuce values ranging from 0o to
180o. In force coefficient, fotm,

To normalise t,he 2 curves a,t different dynamic pres-

sures, a common (arbit,ra,ry) area is required. Figure 6 has

therefore beeu plott,ed iu terms of ACp for the 2 values of
dyna,mic pressure; the close correspoudence of the 2
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Figure 5 Drag measurement vs dynamic pressure for table
a lone

curves suggests good tunnel behaviour in respect of dy-
namical similarity and hence acceptability of other re-
sults obtained in this way. Certain (repeata,ble) anomalies
in these curves are discussed later.

Since balance drag and side forces apply in the di-
rection of, and perpendicular to, the airflow, forward and
side forces relative to the ship could be ca,lcula,ted by sim-
ple geometry:

Forvard force (Wf)
Shl p slde
force (SI )

Drag 1 ri )

-

angle (l )
A1r flow

-Side force (SF)

7l

the longitudinal axis of the ship, as shown in the following
illustration for the case of a ship at an incidence angle of
35o. Both sails were normally set at the same angle.]

_ tl.9l n/s (62.C3 ('x kn)
Air specds

---4I.22 a/s (80.08 Ll( kn)

I.0 x l0

0.9

0.8

o.7

ACf

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

o.l

-o. I

-0. 2

Figu re 6 Aerodyna mic
a ngle

Side forcc

lncidcnce angle, dcg

tests force coefficient vs incidence
for hull without sails

Graphs of forward force (thrust) and ship side force could
now be plotted for each incidence angle (Figure 7) to de-
termine the best (marimum) driving force that could be
expected under those conditions of wind strength and wind
direction. [h Figure 7, the degree value entered on each

plot (30t,60o, etc.) represents the ship incidence a.ngle in
relation to the tunnel wind. For these tests, 'sail angle'
represents the angle the chord of the aerofoil ma.kes with

angle ( 30' )

For each incidence angle setting, the sails were first
'feathered' (i... aligned at a sail angle of 0o in relation to
the ship's headins); the sail angles were then increased in
steps of 50 up to 25o (which is beyond the expected stall
angle) and then in steps of 10o with the aerofoil facing
more and more into the tunnel wind. From these results,
marimum force values (at any sail angle) were read off and
Figure 8 drarvn on a base of apparent incidence angle.

Since in such tunnel tests every effort is made to
achieve uuiforrn a,ir flow over a test model (outside the
bounda,ry layer, which is about 1cm deep at the end of
tlre aerodynamic model table at a speed of 4I.2 m/s) this
condition unfortunately elirninates modelling of the natu-
ral u'ind gradient which is quite steep close to the surface
of the sea - i.e. within the adjoining 3 m; thereafter, free
stream velocity is essentially reached about 20 m up.[7]
This aspect was one of several simplifications necessary in

From this figure,

Forwardforce WF =
Sideforce SI =

Incidence

-FF cosT - ^SFsinT
FF sinT - ^S^F 

cosT

:--=:l.i; f --t,-'t- t' i-: ::-.:i.::..:-i ::,\\
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the model testing others (in hydrodynamic model test-
ing) being the disregard of all natural ship rolling move-
ments and various effects assciciated with the rudder, the
propellor(s) and the driving machinery.

Frs;,. ;'^.-ri.;;": **;lrce (at any sair

angle) vs apparent incidence angle

Hydrodynamic testing

The towing tank employed wa,s constructed frorn gal-
vanised steel panels (Braithrvaite plates), ea,ch I.22 m
square, giving a towing volume 15.86 m long,2.44 rn wide
and approxirnately 1 m deep. External U-supports were
provided for the tank at regula.r intervals, since ta,nks of
this form are normally supported by internal cross-bea,rr1s.

The towing trolley (see Figure 9), supplied by Plint and
Partners Ltd,[3] ran on two cylindrica,l rails, one above the
other. Two pairs of wheels bore on the top rail and olle
on the lower; one wheel wiLs driven by a variable speed
low voltage D.C. motor through a, reduction gear box, the
manimurlr speed of the trolley being I.2 m/s. Electrical
connections to the trolley were made via a tra,iling ca-
ble, and speed measuring contacts 5 .745 m a,pa,rt a,lso coll-
trolled a stop clock which had a, resolution of 0.01 s. The
trolley was brought to rest autornatically at the end of its
run (and the motor then reversed). The rnodel support
beam extended about 1 m over the ta,nk and the two pins
shown at the end of the rnodel support in Figure g loca,ted
in slots in the ship model. These pins enabled the model
to float (vertical movement) a,nd to pitch, but not to roll
or list. To vary the ship model incidence 7, the adjusting
screws in the model support column (Figure 9) rvere loos-
ened to enable the ship to be rota,ted in order to be lined
up with a mark at the end of the towing tank at a distance
(c tan 7) frorn the direction of torving (where c is the dis-
ta,nce from the model a,t the position of adjustment to the
end of the tank).A bi-directiona,l load cell wa"s atta,ched to
the support arm; this consisted of a steel beam of 5 mrn
square cross-section with strain ga,uges fitted to trvo a,dj a-

cent faces to make up two orthogona,l Wheatstone bridges
to mea,sure forces in two directions. The maximum loa.d
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was 5 N, and output wa^s plotted on a Watanabe Multi-
corder, using two pens. Calibration was effected by loading
the tip of the model support with known weights in the
forward and sidewa.ys directions. Because the transverse
dimensions of the strain gauges were approximately equal
to the'load cell'width, a purely side or drag force affected
both outputs [Figure 10(a) and (b)], and readings from
both channels were required, for example, to determine
drag force on the complete model for every test.

Figure 9 Schematic of towing trolley

Initia,l tests were conducted by towing the ship at zero
angle of incidence at various speeds between 0.4 and 1.0
rn/s. In each ease the trolley was slowly accelerated up
to the required speed on the Plint speed control, but care
wa"s taken to er)sure that this speed was reached well be-
fore the trol)ey passed t)re first speed measuring contact -
at which time the Multicorder pens were lowered to record
the load cell ottt,put; the pens were raised again as the trol-
l"y pa,ssed the second contact. Thereafter the ship model
wa^s slowly returned to the starting point and the run time
noted. Onc.e the induced wa,ves ha,d died out sufficiently,
the pens on the I\{ulticorder were lowered to record a null
va,lue before conllnencing a further test. Further tests were
then perfortned over the sa,rne speed range at various ship's
a.ngles of incidence.

A complete set of results for each run therefore con-
sisted of:

1. Leeway angle of ship;

2. Run time, leading to model speed and hence Fr and
Re; and

3. 
X;I:11::i:loutputs, 

leading to side force and dras

An average va.lue of C y was found using equation (6)
(which assutned larninar flow over the wetted surface),
from lvhich a va,lue of friction force was calculated to
be subtracted from the lneasured drag to yield residual re-
sista,nce. Sonre typical results are presented in Figure 11

(dra,g versus speed for various leeway angles), Figure L2
(sicle force versus speed for various leeway angles), and FiS-
ure 13 (side force versus leeway angle for various speeds).
The drag results ((pa.rticularly for 0o leeway angle) agree
well with those given by the rnodel manufacturer, as given

PIN

WAIER I..FVEL
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Outgut 2

Output I

-2

Side force, N

Figure 10 Hydrodyndmic tests calibration curves

in Appendix 3. The side force tests in particula,r illustra,te
the 'humps' and 'hollows' typical of wave-ma,king resis-
tance curves. (These are due to the fa,ct tha,t the wave
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pattern caused by a rnoving ship may be approximated in
the first instance by a pressure source at the bow and a
suction source at the stern. The transverse waves caused
by these sources are superirnposed, either increasing or de-
creasing the resisting effect of the wave pattern according
to the speed and corresponding wavelength.) In the case

of the side force rnea^surernents, the first hump occurs at
a Fr nunrber of 

16.g,,85x1-r, 
or 0.188, and further humps

may be expected at higher va,lues of Fr.
Figure 11 has been plotted interms of force vs speed,

whereas it is sometimes preferable to use a force coeffi-
cient, as used in Figure 6. Figure 11(d) compares Cr vs

Fr for model results ( both those obtained here and by
the rnanufacturer) with full scale values.[3] Agreement can
only be described as fa,ir, however, while trends are felt to
be more clearly brought out in the force vs speed diagrams
of Figure 11(a) to (.).

Combined aerodynamic ancl hydrodynamic results

The results of forwarcl force and side force obtained in the
wind t,unnel were for a stationa,ry ship in an airflow of
consta,nt speed equivaleut to the effect of an apparent
wind of constant speed a,ctiug on a ship in rnotion. Since
the interest lay in the effect orl a moving ship in standard
conditions (i... constant true n'ind speed) at various an-
gles of incidence, it wa,s necessa.ry to convert these results
to a,pply for a consta.nt true wincl speed and therefore vary-
ing a,ppa,rent wind speed as incidence angle varied. Such
staudard conclitions were (see IModel Design section and
Appendix 1) 

'

Pr:ototype ship speed V,
(Average) prototype rvincl speed V.

= II.7 knots

= 13.23 knots

Frorn the follorving true ancl apparent wind velocity
triangle,

for each true incidence a,uSle 0, w€ have

v:, = (13.n)2 +(1r.7)'-2(13.23)(11.7)cos(180o - P)
(r2)

a.nd

> 400
E

u)
3 roo
a
o

-4 -3

( 13)

Table 4 shorvs the results of this calculation for values
of p at 15o intervals between 0o and 1800.

cr =si'-' (rl.zgtt,rIff)
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Table 4Vo., B and, the factor (#*rr)'
for varying f

True lncidence Apparent wlnd Apparent wind
angle B. degree !pggq_%,, kno! anqle cr. degree

0.00
7.96

15.94

23.96
32.M
40.20

17.66 48.52

15.22
12.54

9.64
6.62

3.59
1.53

57.10
66.02
76.03

87.77

107.48
180.00

For each apparent incidence angle, the forward force
at the optimum lift/drag ratio, together with the maxi-
mum forward force, was calculated, thus giving a, curve
of optimum forward force versus a,ppa,rent incidence a,ngle.

This is given in Figure 14. Plotting the a,pparent inciclence
angle calculated above on the forward force curve, a nla,x-

imum force was read off and scaled by the factor (#*rr)'
to determine what this force would ha,ve been in the case

of a constant true sind (since such force is proportional to
the dynamic pressure |nvz).These fa,ctors are also listed
in Table 4. A graph of murimum forwa,rd force aga,inst
true incidence for a ship moving at #* of the true wind
speed can thus be obtained (Figure 15).

For incorporation with the aerodynamic results, the
hydrodynamic results were first scaled up to full size, os

follow:

o Total resistance of the model at a towing speed of 0.6
m/s was obtained at 0o leewa,y a,ngle.

o The calculated friction force was subtracted from this
to give the residual force.

o The residual force was scaled up, using the ra.tio of
displacements.

o The full scale friction force wa,s ca,lculated and added
to the scaled up residual force to give the total resis-
tance of the ship which might then be compared
with the ma:cimum sail lift. (The aerodynamic re-
sistance of the hull was neglected since in terms of
dynamic pressure, it was only about 3.3% of the hy-
drodynamic resistance at II.7 knots.)

An example of this calcula,tion follows:
For the model towed at 0.60 m/s (the equivalent of a full
scale ship travelling at 11.7 knots at the same value of ^Fr')
and 0o leeway angle [Figure 11(a)] in sea water,
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= O.2O2l

= 0.173)

(rr = 0.145)

0l.ft

UEIIAY 
^rl(l.E. 

oECRIES

Figure 13 Hydrodynamic tests side force vs leeway angle
for various speeds

J0 1{t 60 73 90 r05 120 lJs 150 165 160 t95 210

APPARS{T INCIDENCE ANGLE DEGREES

-5 -l-
Figu re L4 Forward force vs apparent incidence angle a at

sair angr' (:f,;TJ;J.J,i,ipeed constant' withoptimu m

0

15

30

45

60

75

90
105

r20
135

150

165

180

24.93

25.71

24.08

23.04
2L.60

19.80

Factor
( v'- \2
\ rs.zs /

355
3.49
3.3 1

3.03

2.67

2.24
1.78

t.32
0.90
0.53

0.25

0.07
0.01

(rr

(Fr

12

-a

-+

Residua,l resistance
For full-si zed ship, r€-

sidual resistance

Reynolds number a,t IL.7
knots (sea water)

wlren ce Cy from eq.(6)

= 0.137 5 N

= (100)3 x 0.137 5

= 137 000 N

= 6.67 x 108

= 1.61 x 10-3

FORWARD FORCE AT
oPTIMUM UFT,/DRAG RATIO
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Therefore

Skin
friction

Figure 15 Forward force vs true incidence angle
optimum sail angle (true wind constant, with ship

at 88% of wind speed)
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Testing of complete hydrodynarnic model in tfan

wind'

In an attempt to justify the deductions made so far, a
further test of a towed model of 1:300 scale, with sails,
was made in a towing ba"sin, using a fan mounted on a
bracket attached to a 4-wheel towing trolley to provide a

simulated wind. Model force wa"s similarly mea^sured by
means of strain gauges on the support beam. The fan
could be swivelled about the model ship to give apparent
incidences a from 45o to 1800. The model speed was kept
constant at 0.32 m/s (corresponding to a full scale value
of 10.64 knots), the average wind speed the only speed

available with the motor used being 6.55 m/s (ot 12.58

knots) on the flow axis. (This model was free to heel.)
The results for forward force and side force as a func-

tion of apparent incidence a are given in Figure 16. (Only
marimum values are showtr, as before, regardless of sail an-
gle.) These results are qualitative only, in the sense that
no real consideration could be given to scaling wind speed
in relation to model speed. Nevertheless, the curves of Fig-
ure 16 are generally similar to those of Figure 8. Actual
peak force values are somewhat lower for forward force,
and considerably lower for side force. The mucimum for-
wa,rd force occurs at a condition with the wind fully astern
(a = 180o), rather than at a = 15o, which suggests that
the sa,ils are then operating in a drag, rather than a lift,
rnode, i.e. fully stalled.

Prediction of fuel savings

Proportional fuel savings were estimated from the follow-
ing expression:

Savings =

( 14)

Total re-
sistance

ipv'Ac t
(1 025) (6.02)2 x 1.61
x lo-t [o .2b4 x 1oo2]

76 040 N

137 000 + 76 040

215540 N

0at
moving

AppARENf INCIDENCE ANGLE, degEee

Figure 16 Forward and side force vs apparent incidence angle a (with simulated wind)
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Erample of calculation
For wind tunnel model at 90o true incidence and 31.93 m/s
speed - at which the dynamic pressure is 0.6 kPa - then
from Figure 15,

Maximum forward force - 5.198 N
Since this force : (dynamic pressure) (*odel area),

Model area - 6m m2
Therefore

Prototype forward force at 13.23 knots

area]= |eVJ [model', PVJ

= 21280N

Therefore
Savings = zr#38d or 9 .97To

By calculating this proportion for each true incidence
angle from 0o to 180o, the polar diagram shown in Figure
17 was obtained.
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to approximately zero at 180o. The peak at 180o was un-
expected; this may be connected with the particular shape
of the superstructure. More probably, however, since the
yawing lnoment (not recorded here) also increases in this
region and peaks at 120o , it may be concluded that there
was an interaction between the measurements. In the ca^se

of the smaller forward force measurements, a similar ex-
planation is believed to a,ccount for the trough at 120o.

Forward and side force versus incidence angle for ship with
sails (Figures 7 and 8)

At values of incidence less than 30o, forward force val-
ues were all negative (and are not therefore illustrated,
since the use of sails is then disadvanta,geous). Figure 7(a)
shows that a positive forward force is possible at an inci-
dence value of 30o (and Figure 14 indicates that advantage
may be gained from the use of sa,ils a,t as low an angle as

25o ). In Figure 7(u) it appears that the stalling angle
has dropped from 16o for the ideal 2-dimensional aerofoil
(Figure A-1) to about 10o an example of 'scale effect'

but may also be due to interference between the sails
(see Figure 18). Specifica,lly, the disturbed air and vortices
leaving the trailing edge of aerofoil 1 have the effect of pro-
moting separation on the leeward side of aerofoil 2, thus
causing stall to occur sooner than anticipated. This effect
is encouraged as the sail a,ngles increase as this brings the
aerofoils closer together and the 'slot' between them closes

(Figure 19). Had this effect been more fully appreciated at
the tirne of testing, it would have been interesting to have
conducted tests with only one aerofoil in operation and
thus to compare results to determine whether the effect
of two aerofoils is rnore than twice that of one aerofoil
i.e. to deternrine whether the interference and associated
lorvering of the stall point has a positive or negative effect.

dtrectlon

Aerofoil 2

Figu re 18 lnteraction between sails

Exarnination of the side force plot on Figure 7 (u)
shorvs a peak corresponding to the stall point, together

10

5

0

-1 0

bq

(,
z.

a
J
bJ
f
u-

-10

-5
0

5

10

15
1 60'

Figure 17 Calculated fuel savings at various incidences from
0o to 180o for 'standard' conditions

Discussion

Aerodynamic results

Forward and side force versus incidence angle for ship with-
out sails (Figure 6)

In general, the side force curves show an expected large
increase up to 90o incidence angle, followed by u decrease

Aerofoil I

Turbul enc e
affec ttng aerofol 1
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with a point on inflection, after which side force increases

steadily. This peak in side force is small cornpared with
the peak in forward force at this point, so it would seem

that this must be the optirnum operating point for this in-
cidence angle. As the incidence angle increases up to 60o

[Figure 7 (b)], So the forward force increa.ses correspond-
ingly, although the stall point remains in the region of
10o. The aerofoils are thus giving rise to a large amount
of interference, but unfortunately it is i-possible to de-
termine the exact angle of the stall with so few results.
The peak in side force at the stall point has now virtually
disappeared and the increase in side force is almost linear
with increase in sail angle (and constant with increase in
incidence angl.).

Considering now the effects shown in Figure 7 (c) and
(d),it is noted that the stall point increases and eventu-
ally attains the theoretical value of 16o. The abruptness
of the stall has now definitely increased and the peak for-
ward force value almost reaches 5 N. This clearly indicates
that, since the angles of the aerofoils relative to the ship
have now dramatically increased, the aerofoil clearance is
greater and the aerofoils are thus less susceptible to inter-
ference from each other (see Figure 19). The aerofoils ma,y

now be acting more independently and so be follorving the
characteristics of Figure A- 1 more closely. However, the
forward force is still low in relation to the theoretical ideal
lift under these conditions (which can be shown to be 9.6
N). The main reason for this would appear to be the low
sail aspect ratio employed.
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this point, further tests were made, &s shown in Table 5;

tlrese show that a 25% increase in forward force (as given
by 5.054 7 N, &s compa,red with 4.057 6 N) is thereby made
possible.

Since it is clear from this case that performance can
be improved by setting the sails at unequal angles, im-
provement should be possible at other incidence angles -
particularly as one aerofoil often experiences a different
apparent wind angle due to the disturbance caused by the
other; the optirnum setting of one may thus well not be

the optimum setting of the other. Many more tests are
thus required to establish a true optimum forward force
curve since Figure L4 only indicates the optimum for
equal sa,il angles.

Another factor which disturbed the reading at high
incidence angles was a distinct buffeting experienced by
the sails. At high incidence angles, when the sails were

set close to 90o sail angle, the division of the oncoming
air flow by the sail'obstruction'created a large amount of
turbulence (see Figure 20) to avoid which a stiffer sail
pivot is required than was provided.

Table 5 Effect of reversal of sails for ship incidence
angles of 180o

Sail angle, degree Forward force, N Side force, N

1{1nd dlrectlon

Sails aligned

75
85

95
90

105

Sails reversed

255
265
270
280
275

4.033 I
4.235 4
4.lll I
4.180 5

4.057 6

4.190 5

5.368 3
5.246 9
4.816 3

5.054 7

-0.109 5
-0.848 2
-1.630 2

-1.034 7

-2.429 I

-1.034 7

0.121 4

-0.347 7

-0.376 6

-0.369 3

75

85

95
90

105

85

85

85

85

90
Figu re 19 lncreased

Separation (!rot'l

separation of the sails

At 105o, the side force curve began to show a deep
trough corresponding to the stall point. This probably
indicates a higher efficiency of aerofoils now able to act in-
dependently, and thus the greater ea,se with which the ship
may be sailed at such incidence angles. As the incidence
increases up to 150o [see Figure 7 (.)], the stall point at
about 16o becomes less and less significant. The forward
force increases steadily with sail angle and a new, much
larger, value of pseudo-stall angle becornes evident at a

sail angle of about 65o. Since this is well beyond the stall
point of the aerofoils, the condition for maxirnum forward
force is now rnanifested in high drag values for the aerofoils
rather than in high lift values. Above an incidence value
of 150o, the forward force actually begins to decrease, due
to aerofoil 1 moving into the 'wind shadow'of aerofoil 2
[see Figure 7 (f)]. This would indicate that an advanta,ge
can certainly be gained by pointing the sails to opposite
sides of the ship, as shown in Figure 20. To demonstrate

Hydrodynamic results

Calibration effects

The towing tank force tra,nsducer was calibrated by attach-
ing a line to the model support pin and loading it in the
required direction using known masses. As stated earlier,
because the transverse dirnension of the strain gauges were
approximately equal to the load cell width, a purely side
or drag force affected both outputs, ffi shown in Figure 10.

(Readings from both cha,nnels were therefore required to
determine the drag force for every test.) During calibra-
tion, forces up to 5 N were applied in opposite directions.
At specific loadings, the reading differed by * much us 5%
on either side of the lneans. This hysteresis effect could
have been due to plastic deformation of the wax used to
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cover the strain gauges, and, together with changes in the
bridge excitation voltage, this varied the null outputs by
as much as 30 mV during calibration. A null reading was
therefore taken before each; this also allowed the water
surface conditions to be estimated quantitatively. Since
the model's longitudinal section wa^s much larger than its
transverse section, Output 2 was the most affected by sur-
face disturbances.

Figu re 20 Advantage from reversed sail angles

The voltage outputs during runs were characterised
by a noise signal superimposed on sinusoidal mean lines.
The noise signal was similar for all tests - indicating that
it was a characteristic of the basic equipment used and
so would have been difficult to eradicate. However, the
variation of the mean line appeared to be due to induffi-
cient alignment of the carriage rails (first ra,ising and then
lowering the model during a run). This made the deter-
mination of the average output difficult, and introduced
positioning errors of *2 mm. If the rails had been further
straightened, the reading error might have been halved in
spite of the noise. The use of an integrating voltmeter on
both channels would also have helped to standardise the
data acquisition procedure and so yield more consistent
results. Finally, it appeared that the tank should ha,ve

been allowed to settle for at least 15 min between runs to
ensure satisfactorily smooth conditions.

Drag ve.rsus speed results (Figure 8)

The fact that drag increased extremely rapidly with speed
is illustrated in Figure 8 (a) for the case of a 0o leeway an-
gle. For example, the force doubled when the towing speed
was increased from 0.835 to 0.990 rn/s. Comparison of the
average and measured drag curves reveals initial evidence
of the existence of the distinctive 'humps' and 'hollows'
in the total resistance curves caused by wave resistance.
For the speed range investigated (0.1

effects are relatively minor, but nevertheless change resid-
ual resistance by up to 20To. The chosen standard speed
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of II.7 knots (0.6 mls rnoclel speed) is evidently associ-
ated with a hump, and 15 knots (0"78 mls model speed)
would seern to have been a more desirable speed from this
point of view. The readings between 0.5 and 0.9 m/s seern
to be the least reliable, as shown by the scatter; this may
have been caused by difering boundary layer flows (laminar
or ttrrbulent) in ea,ch test, &s the corresponding Reynolds
nunrbers are near the transition value of 106.[8] The nature
of the bounda,ry la,yer is critical in tests on small models
as the ratio of friction to residual resistance is large.

Compared with the standard RINA YB Tanker re-
sults,[3] the total drag figures estimated are approximately
20To too high. This is ascribed to

possible yawing of the rnodel;

small misalignment of the rails, causing the model to
rise and fall in a periodic manner; and

3. the presence of scurn floating on the water surface.

Because of the small residual resistance experienced
by the lnodel, this over-reading could predict a total ship
resistance approximately l00To too large at II.7 knots.

When the dlag at leeway angles between 20 and 80

is compared with the rnea,n drag [Figure 8 (b) and (c)] no
coherent pattern emerges. Contra,ry to intuition, towing
the ship a,t a, leewa,y angle of 20 (not illustrated) actually
reduced the indicated total resistance by ,rp to 40% at 0.4
rn/s. At 4oand 60 leewa,y angles, the results are similar
to the 0o ca,se, while at 80 leeway, the resistance is again
lowered by up to 20% at speeds around 0.7 m/s. Since
individual readings at each angle were compatible, and
care was taken to rnaintain a collsistent testing procedure,
these curious results are probably clue to a rnajor change in
the nature of the bounda,ry layer flow. On the 'windward'
side, the pressure gradients would maintain laminar flow,
while on the 'leeward' side, turbulence could have been
highly developed; this could have effectively lowered the
average value of skin friction, a.s suggested in Figure 21.

v v (ii)

(i) (ii) (i)

Figu re 2L Possible boundary layer effects

A further factor is that the centre of hydrodynamic
force did not coincide wit,h tlre model support. This cre-
ated a twisting lnolnent on the narrow load cell, which al-
lowed a change in leeway angle of up to 10 to occur during
a run; this moment could ha,ve affected the load cell output

1.

2.
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if the strain gauges were not mounted perfectly perpendic-
ular to the vertical axis. This effect was most pronounced
at the higher leeway angles, when forces were greatest.
Finally, the angled model created considerable sidewash
at high speeds. Interaction with the walls (spaced I.2 m
apart) would increase the measured side force, while re-
ducing the indicated drag, due to the inter-dependence of
the load cell outputs. Again, this effect would have been
greatest at high speeds.

No strong conclusion may therefore be drawn cor-
cerning the effect of leeway angle on drag. However, it
wa^s expected that the additional resistance associated with
'drifting' sideways would approach the drag of a low aspect
ratio hydrofoil.

Side force versus speed results (Figure 12)

The relationship between side force and speed for various
leeway angles is shown in Figure 12 (a) to (c). The curves
appear to be similar to the normal ship drag curve with
humps and hollows at corresponding speeds. Because the
magnitude of the hurnps varies and of the fact that they
alternate with increased leeway angle, it seems that drag
has little influence on the indicated side force. Instead, it
is probable that the pressure field a,ssociated with a partic-
ular wave system influences the boundary layer beha.viour,
and so ultimately the side force. Consider the ca,se of a 4o

leeway angle [Figure 12 (b)] ; up to 0.6 rn/s the curve is
simila,r to the 80 line, while therea,fter it approaches the
20 line. This could indicate the occurrence of a transi-
tion from a flow along the sides (generating side force) to
a flow along the bottom, giving less lift; such a ca,se is
analogous to the stall of an aerofoil. Assuming that such
flow is related to the value of the Reynolds number means
that the results cannot be accurately scaled since full sca,le

and model Reynolds numbers differ by a factor of 103

which is especially irnportant with a model operating in
the transition region. Fortunately, the effect of rvave drag
is reduced at greater leeway angles, and the force cul've
tends to an increasingly parabolic shape. This seenls to
justify the assumption that the hull a,cts as a low aspect
ratio hydrofoil. This is illustrated in Figure 13, where the
side force is plotted against leeway angles. The force is
proportional to incidence for small angles, but the curve
flattens as lift, and therefore tip circulation, increases
which is sirnilar to the behaviour of the square-rigged sails
of the 19th century.

Combination of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
results

The results presented were calculated using the following
simplifications to enable conclusions to be rea,ched wit,h
the facilities available:

1. Standard wind speed of 13.23 knots

2. Standard ship speed of 11.7 knots

3. Zero leeway angle
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4. No drag increase due to side force

The selection of standa,rd conditions does not restrict
the usefulness of the results, as a new polar fuel savings di-
agram similar to that of Figure 17 can be rapidly produced
for any wind and ship speed, using the forward force ver-
sus apparent incidence angle type of graph shown in Figure
14. For a non- zero leeway angle, the apparent wind angle
would be reduced lry this amount. The curve of forward
force vs true incidence angle (Figure 15) will therefore be
shifted over, depending on the magnitude of the drift. A
'correct' solution would have to be obtained iteratively, us-
ing accurate data on the relationship between side force,
speed, and leeway angle. Finally, the leeway angle would
usually prove to be so srnall (r"y
wou)d be )ess ilran ilre error in)rerent in the experirnenta\
method.

The most serious weakness of this investigation was
its inability to qua,ntify the drag increase due to side force.
According to the wind tunnel tests, the side force is greater
than the forward force at 30o apparent incidence by a fac-
tor of 8, while they are of similar magnitude only after
135o apparent incidence. This situation is exaggerated
by the effect of ship speed in moving the apparent wind
forrvard of the true wind. The drag resulting from the
siclervays force would therefore be considerable even for a
highly efficient hydrofoil, and should be added to the total
hydrodynamic resistance before calculating effective drag
reduction. Finally, a non-zero leeway angle would result
in the propellor force being misaligned to the direction of
travel, while ruclder corrections would increase drag. The
fuel savings would therefore be less than predicted in FiS-
ure 17 .

llowever, careful route planning (.t astute combina-
tion of ship speed ancl direction) should enable the mil(-
inrum calculated fuel savings of I0% to be exceeded on a
typical journey. For instance, in rnedium wind conditions
a ship would sail in a direction approximately perpendic-
ular to the tnre rvind to raise the apparent wind speed,
while limiting side force; this is shown in Figure 15. As
the true wind speed increases, the ship speed will affect
the apparent wind speed less, and the forward force vs

true incidence curve will tend towards that of Figure 14,
i.e. the optimum true incidence will be as much as 150o.

Conversely, a high ship speed will have the effect of bring-
ing t,he optirnurn incidence forward, and so raising the side
force dra,matically. This would seem to discourage the use

of sails for la.rge, ancl t,hus fast, vessels.

Conclusions and recomrnendatrons

Aerodyna,mic (sails ) and hydrodynamic (hull) test results
were cornbined to calculate approximate percentage fuel
savings for wind inciclence angles from 0o to 180o. Under
the chosen conditions (over a North Atlantic route, using a

rviud of average strength and direction), it was found that
a rrraxirnurn fuel saving of about I0To was possible for a
wind ou the bea,m ancl sail angles of 10o. Only a narrow
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range of the latter was found to be sufficiently effective
to justify use, thus indicating that careful and continu-
ous sail control (* a function of wind direction) would be
required. In general, the ideal route should have a mean
wind direction 90o to 110o off the ship's course, wltile regu-
lar strong winds could have true incidences as high as 150o.

(To choose a route, a family of net forward force vs true
incidence curves, as shown in Figure 15, should be drawn,
each line representing a particular wind speed. Surface
wind conditions obtained from routing charts or directly
from weather models could then be utilised to determine
the average forward force over a chosen rout".)

The savings results predicted by this experiment fall
far short of the claim 12) that the Japanese vessel's sails
can provide up to 50% of the power required to travel
at 12 knots. However, the wind conditions on which this
figure was based might have been very different: south of
Japan, the prevailing wind direction is N or S, and the ship
may have been travelling in a'drag mode'(with a wind
incidence of up to 180o) to achieve such a result.

In addition to the conditions investiga,ted, various
other possibilities could usefully be examined in further
tests, for example:

o The use of different sail configurations, such as the
use of a single aerofoil (to evaluate interference); the
use of sail end plates to improve 2-dimensionality; the
use of aerofoil slats, flaps and other variable geometry

i:;:::i ::l ff lt:f, H,H fi:'jl';H#ffi ,i:: 
sa's

o Changes in the hydrodyna.mic model configuration,
such as the use of turbulent wire 'trips', a la.rger
model, and a more rigid form of attachment to pre-
vent pitching.
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Appendix 1. Choice of aerofoil type and size

The reasons for the choice of aerofoils section used here
ha,ve been given uncler l\{odel Design. Using the average
prototype wind speed value Vo- = 13.23 knots and direc-
tion II7o, then from [3] , at 6 m/s (11.7 knots), Rt = 156

kN.
From Figure 2 (u),

Vo*

Also

(13.23)' =

Therefore

(11.2)'+ (13.1)' -2xLr.7 x 13.23coso

a - 64.50

These values a,re taken as standard conditions for cal-
culation purposes. From rving section data (Figure A-1),
at angle of a,tta,ck = 16o, Ct = 1.5 (rna>r) and Co = 0.02
(ptojected),

| (11.2)' + (13 .23)' - 2 x rr.7 I
L x 13.23 cos (180o - IIT') J

- 13. 1 knots

- 0.7 m/s

F1 = jnV"2.ACr

= 0.5 ( r.r77) (6 .7)' ( 1 .5) A
= 39.6 A I{

Fo = |eV?-ACo
= 0.5 ( r .r77) (6 .7)' (0.02) A
= 0.528 A N

Therefore

Forward force = FLcos(90o - 64.5o) - ^FDcos64.50
35.5r A I{

Therefore
Sail atea for 20To reduction in Rt is given by

0.2x156x103A-
35.5r = 878 m2
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For the aerodynamic rnodel at a scale of 1:300,

Model sail area : ,ll=1u - o.oog 8 rn2
( 30o)-

which corresponds closely to the model sail area (elevation)
of 2 x 50 mm x 100 mm. Details of rnilling co-ordinates
are shown in Table A- 1 .

Table A-1 Milling co-ordinates for cotrstruction of
aerofoils

x (mm) y (mm) x (mm) y (mm)

Appendix 2. Sorne details of YB Tankers

Although described by the model manufacturers as an

'RINA Standard Tanker, model YB', the reference t9] to
the design refers to the YB form as being derived from the
BSRA 0.74 Cu (- block coefficient), tested at the Towing
Tank of the Ship Division of the National Physical Lab-
oratory, St Albans, England. Figure 3 shows a plan and

elevation of the rnodel tested, aud Figure 4 a photograph
of the (rvaterline) test model with aerofoils fitted.

A 'body plan' for three fortns (including YB) from [9]
is given in Figure A-2.
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Appendix 3

R.l.N.A Standard Tanker
Model YB

Length 1.22 m(4 ft)
Oisplacement 13'3 kg
Scale 1/100

0 0.r 0.2
Froude Number

Tanker: Model Ship Results

R.|.N.A Standard Tanker
Model YB

Length 122 n ( +OO tt )

Displacement 13300 tonne

Total Resistance

Wave Making or
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Skin Friction
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Wave Making or
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Tanker: Full Size Ship Results

Figure A-3 Model and full scale tanker results t3l
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